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‘The Ovals’ - site of The 2017 National Motocross Championships looking South over “Lynhales Wood”.
Readers of the July issue of this Diary will remember that I was puzzled by the claim,
publicised on our N DP, that there are 18 Local Wildlife Sites in Lyonshall and appealed for
more information about them. I am pleased to say that I had a very useful response to that
appeal and am now a lot closer to understanding this claim although there’s still a long way
to go! For a start, there aren’t 18 such sites – there were 7, now 6. The other 11 sites are
outside the parish, some very close but some two or three miles away. I suppose it’s a nicety
of “planning-speak” that those 11 sites might be affected by developments within Lyonshall
but “that way madness lies”, so on this matter I intend to be firmly parochial and to concern
myself solely to Local Wildlife Sites within the parish boundary.
Of the 7 designated Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) in Lyonshall, three are probably not under
threat because they are also predominantly “Areas of Ancient Woodland” at Rodds and

Penrhos Wood (LWS No. SO35/007), Piers Grove (SO35/008) and Lyonshall Park Wood.
Nevertheless it would be interesting to know whether or not, as well as the trees, they still
have the variety of wildflowers and “rich vegetation” mentioned in their designations in the
1980s. A fourth, the disused railway line between “Kington and Pembridge/Leominster”, is
more problematic because it is a long, linear site and we cannot be certain how much was
included in the original designation made 30 or 40 years ago. At that time it was described
as “overgrown with scrub and forming a good habitat for nesting birds”. Which birds?
Where? The only stretch I have walked beside so far is through the woodland (SO35/013)
close to part of Offa’s Dyke and the River Arrow where the “scrub” is so high and dense that
almost anything could be nesting or hiding there – “Great Roc”? “Woolly Mammoth”? Further
along to the east it may be quite different and that area of “Disused Railway” track-bed
(SO35/004) needs further investigation.

The ‘Herefordshire Trail’ in Lyonshall Park Wood.

Of the remaining 3 Lyonshall sites one has already lost its ecological value due to
inappropriate drainage and grazing (LWS No. SO35/041). One is at Bullocks Mill but we have
not yet identified exactly which patch of land or what its particular wildlife interest might be
(SO35/038) – does anyone know? And the third is Lyonshall Churchyard (SO35/039); while
we all know where it is and probably all like it for its well-maintained serenity, the Parochial
Church Council doesn’t know why it should be named as a Local Wildlife Site; again, does
anyone else remember?
Please note that both the Herefordshire Council ecologists and Herefordshire Wildlife Trust
have pointed out that many landowners/managers were never told that their sites were of
particular interest and therefore did not put any special plans in place, so we can hardly
complain if flora, fauna or habitats have been lost. Keeping our fingers crossed, let’s see
what lives at each of these sites now, obviously starting with those which have public
access. All sightings or comments gratefully received. [See attached map ]
The month in general

“When summer opens, I see how fast it matures and fear it will be short; but after the heats
of July and August, I am reconciled, like one who has had his swing, to the cool of autumn.”
(Ralph Waldo Emerson. American Romantic Poet & Essayist 1803 - 1882)
Well, we had the fast-maturing summer and the vegetation has “gone ballistic”, helped by
the fact that the hot days of August 2017 in Lyonshall were outnumbered by cool, grey and
often wet ones! I could sit in my office and watch the weeds grow. The other consequence is
an early autumn and by the end of the month there were masses of ripe berries, gold and
brown leaves in the trees, more fungi and a good spread of wild cyclamen which don’t
usually appear in such profusion until September. The first bird migration has taken place;
the resident birds have appeared only on the better days; mammals have been keeping their
heads down. However, again on the better days, there have been several sightings of moths
and butterflies, dragonflies and other insects. So while we might hope for an Indian
summer, there is much to `reconcile us to the cool of autumn’.
Flora
Trees and Shrubs
Oaks and Birches, some very old, were the predominant trees of our Ancient Woodland sites
when evaluated 30+ years ago and it is highly probable that they are still there. But what
else? I would be grateful if the owners of the sites or anyone who can visit them would let
me know, before the leaves fall and identification becomes more difficult.
A lot of tar spot has already appeared on the Sycamore, powdery mildew on Oaks and Field
Maples.
Elsewhere in the parish the most significant thing about the trees and shrubs this August is
the profusion of fruit and berries – wild Plums and Sloes, Crab Apples, Holly, Elder, and Yew.
Early Blackberries are ready for picking. The first acorns have fallen and the squirrels (I
assume) have been feasting on the Hazel nuts, judging by the green empty shells crackling
under foot. Autumn augurs well for the fruit and seed eating birds.

Smaller Plants
While I’m talking about berries, compare the bright red shiny berries of our native wild
honeysuckle and several of its species (Lonicera periclymenum) with the duller blue-black of

Plums © Isobel H.

Holly Berries & White Bryony @ ‘Castle Weir’.

Hawthorn Berries.

the evergreen “Henry’s Honeysuckle” (Lonicera henryi ). As mentioned in last month’s Diary,
it has been a good year for honeysuckle. My botanical knowledge doesn’t extend to knowing
why some honeysuckles have berries of one colour, some of another.

English Honeysuckle © Simon T.

“Henry's Honetysuckle”.

Plant sightings otherwise have been of the usual suspects – Docks and Burdocks, Teasels,
Catsear, Chamomile, Clover, Fleabane, Rosebay-willowherb, Scabious and a few remaining
Campions, Daisies and Dandelions. On fine days the bees and butterflies are still finding
enough to interest them. Here is one (Small White) sharing a Burdock with a Buff-tailed
Bumblebee. There is also duck-weed on the old mill leet at Bullock’s Mill.

Duckweed @ Bullock’s Mill leet.

“Feasting on Burdock”.

Chamomile @ Concrete Cottages.

Fungi, Moss and Lichens
It’s fungi time! The sheer range of fungi is under-appreciated, from very large to tiny, longlasting to fleeting, attractive to ugly and, of course, edible to highly toxic (with most fungi
being somewhere between those extremes i.e. just not very nice!).

Edible: From both east and west of the parish there have been reports of edible Field

(Note that a very
similar fungus to the Parasol Mushroom is the ‘Shaggy Parasol’ which is unpleasant to eat
Mushrooms, Horse Mushrooms and Parasol Mushrooms in abundance.

but easily distinguished because its flesh turns red when cut.) Other edibles have included
Puff Balls, Penny Buns and Lawyer’s Wigs. (Fungi have even more delightful common English
names than our wildflowers do!).
Not very Nice: “Edible when young and finely shredded but not recommended” is the Dryad’s
Saddle or Scaly Polypore – a pity it’s not more delicious as it would fill several big omelettes!
This comes back in the same place every year and lasts for several months before turning
brown and rotting.
Poisonous: Much more short-lived, thankfully, is the White Fibrecap, pictured here at a oneday interval. Despite its edible-sounding Latin name – ‘Inocybe cookie’ – and the fact that it
allegedly smells of “fresh bread dough”, consumption can be fatal!

White Fibrecap [Poisonous] © Simon T.

Dryad’s Saddle.

Parasol Mushroom © Simon T.

More fungi next month...
No moss or lichen reports have been received.
Fauna
Mammals
A new correspondent to the East of The Parish has reported sightings of Roe Deer and
Fallow Deer – I don’t have more details yet but this is welcome news. He also reports seeing
Hares “from our kitchen window”, which is even better news, and seeing a Polecat carrying a
squirrel across the A44 – the second sighting this year of polecats by the A44 (a pity they
can’t be trained to live somewhere less dangerous!).
Otters are still around near the Curl Brook (as well as the unwelcome Mink).
Otherwise mammal sightings are, as ever, dozens of rabbits and quite a few grey squirrels.
Birds
Even as I write this one of our local Tawny Owls is hooting, as he has done on and off from
mid-morning to late-at-night many times over the last few weeks, making no distinction
between daylight and darkness. Meanwhile, three young Barn Owls have flown the nest in
the Curl Brook area. A Kingfisher has also been spotted on the Curl.
By mid-month the Swifts were assembling for flight and have gone. At least one flock of
House Martins have begun their migration south and some of the Swallows may also have
started their journey although others are still feeding a late brood. Coming in or resident, a
small flock of Geese, believed to be Canada Geese are “on the move” in the area and have
been seen several times.
A Sparrow Hawk is patrolling the roads and hedges, Red Kites are still around and the eerie
wail of a young Buzzard is often heard over the orchards. Wood Pigeons abound despite
being a favourite meal for many of the predators.

And the resident small bird and songbird population, though less obvious than in the
spring, seem to be much as usual – Chaffinches, Robins, Wrens, Nuthatches, Sparrows and
Dunnocks, Blackbirds and most of the tit family have been seen this month. Very few are
now wearing their fledgling feathers although some of the young sparrows still try to
persuade Mum and Dad to feed them! A young Greater Spotted Woodpecker is widening the
entrance to one of our ‘tit’ nesting boxes as part of his regular morning routine.
Ins ects and Invertebrates:
Bursts of warm sunshine at the beginning and at the end of the month produced a welcome
increase in the number of butterfly sightings. Whereas the three types of white butterfly and
the Speckled Wood have been the most commonly seen butterflies throughout the month
and throughout the area, Tortoiseshells (so conspicuous by their absence in July), Red
Admirals and Peacocks have been spotted quite often, as well as the occasional Gatekeeper,
Comma, Holly Blues and Brimstones. Some of them are showing signs of “mating fights”

‘Holly Blue’.

A mature ‘Peacock’ © Simon T.

There have also been more moths. Pictured below is the “Lesser Swallow Prominent
(Northern Form)” (Pheosia gnoma); the “Lesser Swallow Prominent (Southern Form)” has
much lighter colouring – very curious. This one spent several hours resting on a window-sill,
possibly before flying off again after dark. Also pictured below is a much-magnified “Silver
Y” which chose a fleecy chair-back as its resting place! These apparently migrate in their
thousands from southern Europe and are killed off by our first frosts.

'Silver Y' Moth on fleece.

‘Lesser Swallow Prominent’.

‘Elephant Hawk Moth’ Larvae 2016.

An Elephant Hawk Moth caterpillar has been found but it remains to be seen whether this
will survive to become an adult moth. Dragonflies have graced Bullocks Mill and the Curl
Brook. At the former I spotted this large dark green dragonfly, a Southern Hawker, with a
body length of about 3” and a wingspan of about 5” flying very fast above a hazel hedge and
pausing only briefly. Other readers have seen the Common Darter and one has taken this
excellent photo below of a Ruddy Darter at rest.

'Ruddy Darter' © Tony N.

‘Southern Hawker’.

Then there have been sightings of the Hawthorn Shield [“Stink”] Bug, Wood Wasps and
Hornets, even a small but brief plague of flying ants.......and there has also been evidence of
insect activity. I am indebted to someone with specialist knowledge for identifying the rather
ugly little lumps on one of our damsons as the pupae of the Harlequin Ladybird (Harmonia

axyridis), larger than our common ladybirds and much reviled for its effect on the native
population, although like the natives it does help to control aphids. And, awakening a
memory from my childhood, we have a photograph of a Robin’s Pincushion, actually an
attractive little gall which grows on wild dog roses and is caused by the gall wasp Diplolepis

rosae, which itself is tiny and scarcely ever seen .

Hawthorn Bug © Shaun P. ‘Harlequin Ladybird’ pupae on ripe Damson. “Robin’s Pincushion” © Simon T.
Fis h, reptiles and amphibians:
August marks our first sighting this year of Great Crested Newts! Cheer up, property
developers, they aren’t on any of your sites!
As our informant said, the presence of the Kingfisher is evidence enough of fish in the Curl
Brook. Also in the Curl Brook there are thought to be Crayfish, but whether the American
Signal Crayfish or the Native Crayfish has yet to be established; one of our readers is
attending the appropriate courses to identify them and then take action on this knowledge.
Lyonshall Weather in August

An indifferent start to the month did not improve. As is often the case, August was
disappointing in the amount of sunny days for the School Holidays but this year we had rain
on 16 days as opposed to the expected average of 7.3. It was cooler than expected also but
the ‘August Bank Holiday’ proved to be the sunniest in many years but not the best of years!

The Future
I would like to think that the Lyonshall Country Diary will, by the end of the year, have
proved to be more than just a record of this Parish’s extensive and varied wildlife –
important though this is and rare (if not unique) among parish publications. I would like to
think that it will have actively encouraged interest in our natural heritage and steps towards
preserving that heritage where it is threatened. We are fortunate, perhaps, in that our areas
of interest for their wildlife both come into the heart of the central village and extend for
many acres around it. Not only do we have the Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) already listed above
but we have many other sites not yet officially recognised for their natural history but
equally worthy of recognition – Offa’s Dyke and stretches of the Curl Brook to name just
two. So maybe we can start thinking ahead as to what areas are important to us and what
for and what, if anything, needs to be done to ensure that they have a future which suits
landowners, residents of Lyonshall and visitors alike.
Meanwhile I would like to express some appreciation of my own – to Simon, Chris
and everyone else in the “Lyonshall Nurseries Team” who have contributed to the
lovely flower displays in the tubs and boxes around the village and beyond. They
have inspired some further ideas for next year, possibly to be voiced in the next
issue!

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS (verbal or photographic, amateur or expert) GRATEFULLY RECEIVED at
jcvqa@btinternet.com

